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        Autorickshaw Panel
    

        	Auto rickshaw panels on polio with the message, ‘first 5 years, polio drops for my child every time’. The message on the second auto reads, ‘wherever you go, wherever you are, get your child polio drops every time’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side bottom which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        Wall Painting Template
    

        	A wall painting on polio with the message ‘your love is complete only when your child gets polio drops every time’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘first 5 years, give your child two drops every time’. All the messages appear in Hindi with Urdu.  
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        Press Advertisement (Bihar Sub-National Immunization Round)
    

        	A press advertisement on the polio Sub-National Immunization round in Bihar. It carries images of the Bihar Chief Minister, Deputy Chief Minister and Health Minister. The main message reads, "Our goal - a polio free Bihar". The graph shows the decline in polio cases in Bihar, and the message beneath reads, "Get every child under 5 years polio drops and contribute in rooting out polio". Names of the districts covered during the polio round are given at the bottom. 
	 ... 
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        Folder for RI Card
    

        	A plastic folder to safeguard the government issued routine immunization card. Many parents were losing the RI card which resulted in families having no record of a child's immunization status. To fill this gap, the attractive badhai card (greeting card) folder was created to keep all important papers about the child, along with the badhai card. Key messages and the RI schedule are printed on the folder. Since this was distributed, fewer RI cards have been misplaced by parents in CMC areas. 
	 ... 
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        Greeting Card (Badhai Card)
    

        	A badhai card (greeting card) given to parents before a child is born. It provides key information on pre-natal care with a special focus on routine immunization once the child is born. It promotes institutional delivery and lists when routine immunization is due. The card is given by community mobilizers to pregnant mothers in the last trimester of their pregnancy. The information on the card is explained by the CMC to the pregnant mother. The card is visually attractive with a focus on images rather than text to help illiterate parents and those with low-literacy. 
	 ... 
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        Game on Polio Plus 
    

        	A game on polio plus issues for low and non-literate audiences. It aims to facilitate discussion among women on these key health issues so that they can understand, change their perception and adopt and sustain new behaviours. Using red and green strings, participants identify positive and negative behaviours from a set of visual cards. The women match the card with a green string if the behaviour depicted is correct or a red string if the behaviour is negative/incorrect, giving reasons for their choices. It helps the CMC identify problem areas in her group and assess which key behaviour needs to be changed. It is part of a kit which comprises of a flip book on polio plus issues and a pocket chart. The flip book is largely pictorial and is used by the CMC with women from her community during meetings. The pocket chart comprises of a set of visual cards which are held to a chart through clips. A question card is placed by the CMC and women need to match it with relevant key behaviours. The interactive process enables participating women to recall important polio plus messages discussed during the meeting. For example, if the CMC places a card with the question, “When should you give polio drops to your child?” The images to match this will be booth day and a child being given OPV even during diarrhea.
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        Polio Flag
    

        	A rally flag waved by ‘bulawa tolis’ (children’s group) and school children who take out rallies a day prior to the polio round mobilizing parents for polio vaccination. The message reads, ‘two drops of life’. On the side is the polio campaign logo which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 
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        Buntings
    

        	Buntings with 4 different sets of messages on polio. It is put up at polio booths on vaccination day, giving a festive look to the place and also attracting people to the booth.
The 1st message reads, ‘two drops for my child every time’.
The 2nd message reads, ‘first 5 years, polio drops for my child every time’. 
The 3rd message reads, ‘polio has no cure, two drops every time is the right protection.’ 
The 4th message reads, ‘your love is complete only when your child gets polio drops every time’.
Each bunting leaf on the left has the polio campaign logo which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        Umbrella
    

        	Umbrella with messages on polio and polio campaign logo on alternate panels. The 3 mesages read –

1st message - ‘wherever you go, wherever you are, get your child polio drops every time’.
2nd message - ‘your love is complete only when your child gets polio drops every time’.
3rd message - ‘first 5 years, two drops for my child every time’. 

The polio campaign logo reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. This is used by polio community mobilizers as they go house to house communicating with parents and mobilizing them for polio vaccination.  

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        T-shirt 
    

        	T-shirt with polio campaign logo at the front and a message at the back which reads, ’polio has no cure, two drops every time is the right protection’. The polio campaign logo reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. This is worn by polio mobilizers during/ in-between polio rounds.  

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        Truck Panel 
    

        	Truck back panels on polio with 3 different messages on different panels. The message on the 1st panels reads, ‘your love is complete only when your child gets polio drops every time’. The 2nd panel reads, ‘first 5 years, polio drops for my child every time’. The 3rd panel reads, ‘wherever you go, wherever you are, get your child polio drops every time’. The 4th panel has this message in Nepalese too. The polio campaign logo is given on the right side which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        Sunvisor
    

        	Polio sunvisor in white and blue colours. This is worn by community mobilizers and people engaged in the polio programme, giving them identity and also shielding them from the sun! It has the polio campaign logo which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        Sticker
    

        	Polio stickers which can be worn on shirts or stuck on vehicles/ motorbikes of polio mobilizers. The message reads, ‘wherever you go, wherever you are, get your child polio drops every time’. On the other sticker, the message reads, ‘first 5 years, polio drops for my child every time’. The polio campaign logo is given at the top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        Polio Kiosk/ Booth
    

        	A polio kiosk or booth with the picture of a baby getting polio drops. This can be arranged and put up at any strategic point. It is held up by 4 aluminium rods giving it strength and is covered by flexi sheets with messages on it. The message in the pink box at the front reads, ‘polio booth welcomes you’. The message on the pink strip at the top reads, ‘first 5 years, two drops for my child every time’. The main message reads, ’polio has no cure, two drops every time is the right protection’. It has images of the polio campaign logo which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        Cinema Slide 6 - on Polio and RI (with baby)
    

        	Cinema slide on polio with a baby getting polio drops. The slogan reads ‘lay the foundation of a healthy future today’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘protect your child from the 6 life threatening diseases, get them routinely immunized and get them polio drops in every polio round’. This slide is displayed by cinema halls before or during the interval break, during a polio round.


Primary message:  polio vaccination, routine immunization 
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        Cinema Slide 5 - with a couple and their baby
    

        	Cinema slide on polio with a couple and their baby. The main slogan reads ‘wherever you are, wherever you go, get your child polio drops every time’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘first 5 years, get your child two drops every time’. This slide is displayed by cinema halls before or during the interval break, during a polio round.


Primary message:  polio vaccination 
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        Cinema Slide 4 - with a polio affected child
    

        	Cinema slide on polio with a polio affected child. This is part of the emergency kit, to be used if there is a case in an area where there has been no case for some time. Showing the child on crutches is to reinforce the threat of polio. 

The main slogan reads ‘there is risk of polio in your area’. Beneath the message reads, ‘there is no cure for polio, two drops every time is the right protection’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘get your child under 5 years two drops of the polio vaccine in every polio round’. This slide is displayed by cinema halls before or during the interval break, during an emergency mop-up  polio round.

Primary message:polio vaccination
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        Cinema Slide 3 - on Polio and RI (couple and baby)
    

        	Cinema slide on polio and routine immunization with a couple and their baby. The slogan reads ‘lay the foundation of a healthy future today’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘protect your child from the 6 life threatening diseases, get them routinely immunized and get them polio drops in every polio round’.This slide is displayed by cinema halls before or during the interval break, during a polio round.


Primary message:polio vaccination, routine immunization 
	 ... 
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        Cinema Slide 2 - with Amitabh Bachchan
    

        	Cinema slide on polio with Bollywood star Amitabh Bachchan. The slogan reads ‘polio has no cure, two drops every time is the right protection’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘first five years, give your child two drops every time’.The same message is repeated in both Hindi and Urdu. This slide is displayed by cinema halls before or during the interval break, during a polio round.


Primary message: polio vaccination
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        Cinema Slide 1 - with Amitabh Bachchan
    

        	Cinema slide on polio with Bollywood star Amitabh Bachchan. The slogan reads ‘your love is complete only when your child gets polio drops every time’. The polio campaign logo is given at the left side top which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘first five years, give your child two drops every time’. This slide is displayed by cinema halls before or during the interval break, during a polio round.


Primary message:  polio vaccination
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        FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) 
    

        	A leaflet on polio with frequently asked questions on polio vaccination, such as, what is polio, why is it given so many times, is it important to give OPV to newborns, why is there so much focus on polio immunization, misconceptions regarding polio vaccine, etc. The message on the front reads, ‘polio campaign – answers to some questions’. The polio campaign logo is given at the right side top and at the back of the folder which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination, routine immunization 
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        Hoarding - for Migrants
    

        	Hoarding on polio showing a couple travelling with their children, one of which is a baby and a vaccinator giving polio drops to the baby. The main slogan reads ‘wherever you go, wherever you are, get your child polio drops every time’. The polio campaign logo is given below the main slogan which reads, ‘protection from polio, two drops for my child every time’. Along the bottom it reads ‘first 5 years, two drops for my child every time’. 

Primary message:  polio vaccination 
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        Hoarding on Polio - with Bihar Chief Minister
    

        	A hoarding on polio with the Bihar Chief Minister giving polio drops to a child. The message reads, "Our goal - a polio free Bihar". The polio campaign logo is given at the right side bottom which reads, "Protection from polio. Two drops for my child, every time".
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        Hoarding on Polio - Bihar 
    

        	A hoarding on polio, inspired by cricket and the two drops of polio. The message reads, "We need to defeat polio in the match of life and give polio drops to children till the age of 5 years".  The polio campaign logo is given at the left which reads, "Protection from polio. Two drops for my child, every time".
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        Leaflet for Transit Mobilizers 
    

        	A leaflet for transit mobilizers in Bihar with key points on their roles and responsibilities. It also has key 'do's and dont's' and instructions for them on how to interact with parents of children under 5 years they see travelling. 
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                POLIO SITES

                	Global Polio Eradication Initiative (WHO)
	End Polio Now (Rotary International)
	Polio Info (UNICEF)
	DevInfo (United Nations)


            

            
                INDIAN PARTNERS

                	National Polio Surveillance Project (WHO)
	Government of India
	UNICEF India Country Office
	CORE
	Rotary International South Asia
	National Rural Health Mission


            


            
                GLOBAL PARTNERS

                	UNICEF
	World Health Organisation
	Rotary International
	US Centers for Disease Control
	Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
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